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1. Introduction

In most signal processing applications, a given range of data is best de
scribed by a set of local characteristics as opposed to a single global charac
teristic. In image processing, for example, a region of an image that contains
numerous edges is best described as a region whose pixel color values change
abruptlY,Le., they are not continuous values of color. A region of constant
color, or gradually changing color, is best described as a region whose pixel
values are constant, or whose values increase linearly by some factor. It is
advantageous to represent this data with signals capable of adapting to these
types of local characteristics, as opposed to choosing the best global char
acteristic. Here, the B-spline wavelet recurrence relation is presented. The
B-spline wavelet recurrence relation allows a wavelet of order n + 1 to be
constructed from a wavelet of order n. This recurrence relation provides a
mathematical tool capable of locally varying its degree of continuity. The
order of differentiability of a B-spline wavelet increases as the order of the
B-spline wavelet increases, and the values range from discontinuous to an
arbitrary degree of continuity. A brief discussion of interpolation for splines
and B-spline wavelets is introduced as a step toward a future application.

2. B-splines

B-splines have their roots in curve generation and computer-aided geo
metric design. The B-spline is a piecewise defined polynomial with a compact
support. A B-spline of order m has degree m -1.
B-splines are linear combinations of the basis function, <Pij(U, v).

<Pij(U, v)

=

(m - I)!
Of "
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The basis function is a function of the barycentrical coordinates
where
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and,

V(X) =

x-

Xl

X2 -

Xl

.

Note u(x) + v(x) = 1. Here, X2 > Xl.
The following is the B-spline defined over the interval [k, k + 1]:
Nm

= L

aij4>ij-I(U, v),

i+j=m-l

where aij are the Bezier coefficients.
The Bezier coefficients have the following recurrence relation:

Here,

a?H(k) is the 1+ 1st Bezier coefficient of Nn(x) over the interval [k, k+ 1],
a?(k) is the lth Bezier coefficient of Nn(x) over the interval [k, k + 1],
ai- l (k) is the Ith Bezier coefficient of Nn-l (x) over the interval [k, k + 1],
and ai-l(k - 1) is the Ith Bezier coefficient of Nn-l(x) over the interval
[k -1,k].
The Bezier coefficient recurrence relation is from the following recursion
formula for derivatives:
B~(x) = n

[Bn-l(x) - Bn-l(x - 1)].

3. B-spline wavelets

The B-spline wavelet is defined as follows:

"pm(x) = LQm,kNm(2x - k),
k

where

o~ k

~

3m - 2

otherwise
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and N m is the mth order B-spline. Since this is just a linear combination
of B-splines, the B-wavelet also has a compact support. From this mother
wavelet, "pm, we can construct the following wavelet function that exhibits
the translation and dilation of "pm:

The set of all "pi}, {"pi}}, forms the basis for the space of the square
integrable functions,Le., L2(R). Any function, f, in L2 may be written as
00

f =

00

L L

Cij"pij.

i=-ooj=-oo

We will now investigate how to determine the coefficients, Cij. If { "pij} is
orthogonal, Le.,
("pij, "puv) = DiuDjv,
we complete the inner product on both sides of the expression of f with "prlJ
and have
CrlJ = (I, "prlJ)'
Thus, for any

f

E L 2 , we obtain
00

f =

00

L L

i=-ooj=-oo

(I, "pij)"pij.

If {"pij} is not orthogonal, then we can construct a dual set, {'0ij}, such
that {"pij} and {'0ij} are biorthogonal, Le.,

("pij, '0uv)

= DiuDjv.

As previous!!" we complete the inner product on both sides of the expres
sion of f with "prlJ' We have

Hence for any

f E L2 ,
00

f

=

00

L L

i=-ooj=-oo
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We have several special cases:
1
If j = -1, span of {2-2'l/J(~ - k)} = W- I.
If j
If j

= 0, span of {-¢(x -

k)}

= Woo

= 1, span of {2t-¢(2x - k)} = WI. So, £2 is the direct sum, ... ,$W- I$
Wo $ WI $ ... , where the Wi'S are mutually orthogonal.
4. B-spline wavelet recurrence relation

To formulate the recurrence relation, we first apply the Fourier transform
to the mth order wavelet. We have,

'l/Jm(x) 
{$m(w)
The following substitutions are performed consecutively: z Qm(z) = ~ Eqm,k Zk .

{$m(W)

e~ and

~ E qm,kZkNm(~)
= Qm(z)Nm(~)

=

We have a similar result from applying the Fourier transform to the (m + 1)th
order wavelet.
~
W
'l/Jm+I(W) = Qm+l(z)Nm+l( 2")
Now, dividing one into the other,

'l/J~I(W) _ Qm+l(z) N::I(~)
V;;(w)
Qm(z) N:(~)
Note that,

So, we have
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And thus substituting,

(1 -'weilf)
Qm+l(z)(1-i~eilf)
Qm(z) 1Pm(w)

1P;l(W)
1Pm(w)
1Pm+l(w) =

= Qm+l(Z)
Qm(z)

z2

Note, however, that

So,

Now, define
and note that
where

* is the convolution operator.

Further note that,

Regrouping, we have

Now, let

So,
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Letting u

= !f,

And, hence, we have arrived at the so-called B-spline wavelet recurrence
relation.

5. Interpolation

A brief scheme for B-spline and B-spline wavelet interpolation is presented
next. Interpolation has relevance in that it is a fundamental tool in curve
generation, and every other application involving smooth, Le., high-order,
B-spline wavelets,

(a) B-spline interpolation First we consider B-spline interpolation.

A good function for interpolation must satisfy the conditions for a La
grange interpolation:

ff(x)

=

L
f(j)g(x - j),
j=even

where g(i - j) = 8ij • We have another function called a quasi-interpolation:

Qf(x) = LAf(· - j)¢(x - j),
j

where ¢(x) is a linear combination of N m , and A, the linear functional, always
satisfies the following conditions:

Al
AX Ax 2 -
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1
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The interpolations that will be constructed here will satisfy both sets of con
ditions, and will thus be the Lagrange interpolant with the highest possible
approximation order.
We will develop a linear combination of ¢(x), ¢(x), which is defined below.
This ¢( x) is good because it is the most compact support for a quadratic basis
for Lagrange interpolation.
-

¢(x)

3
1
= 2"¢(x)
+ 2"[¢(x -

1

1) + ¢(x + 1)] - 4[¢(x - 2) + ¢(x + 2)]

We know that the Lagrange interpolant for the data given at even integers
is: Ej=even f(j)¢(x - j), where ¢(i - j) = 6ij •
We need linear combinations of the following type:

Alf = adf(l) + f( -1)] + a3[f(3) + f( -3)]
A2j = aof(O) + a2[J(2) + f( -2)] + a4[J(4) + f( -4)]
So, we now have:

L:

L:

[Alj(. + j)¢(x - j)] +

j=odd

[A2j(· + j)¢(x - j)]

=

j=even

L:

j(j)¢(x - j).

j=even
We will use Alf

f(j

+ 2)].

= ~[J(j -

1) + f(j + 1)], and A2f

= ~j(j) -

Hf(j - 2) +

We then write these in the form of the Lagrange interpolant:

L: ([~[J(j -

1) + f(j

+ 1)]]¢(x - j)}+

j=odd

L: ([~j(j) - ~[J(j -

j=even

L:

L: {f(j)[~¢(x 2

=

{f(j)[![¢(x - j - 1) + ¢(x - j + 1)])+

j=even
j=even

2) + f(j + 2)]]}

2
j - 1) - ![¢(x - j - 2)

4
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+ ¢(x - j + 2)]]) =

•

L {j(j)[~[¢(x -

j=even

~[¢(x -

j - 2)

j) + ~[¢(x - j - 1) + ¢(x - j

+ ¢(x - j + 2)]]) = L

+ 1)]

j(j)¢(x - j).

This ¢( x) is the interpolation spline.
Given the basis function, we now briefly consider B-spline wavelet inter
polation.

(b) B-spline interpolation wavelet The wavelet interpolation function, {J( x )

is the wavelet function who's scaling function is the interpolation spline, i.e.,

We now consider how to determine the coefficients dj The following is the
Fourier transformation of the spline interpolation wavelet :
~
c( -z)
~ w
1/J(w) = C(Z2) Q(z)¢("2)'

The dj's are explicitly determined by

In this equation, we have:

c(z)
and Q(z)

1

15

5

1

1

= '4 z - 1 + '4 + '4 z + '4 z2 + '4 z3 - '4 z 4 ,

= ~ E qkzk, with
qm> = {

:-~l' ~1=o ( ~ ) N (k + 1 -I)
6

otherwise.
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6. Conclusion

As an aid to this research, two Mathematica packages were developed.
The first package generates a B-spline of arbitrary degree. The second makes
use of the first to generate a B-spline wavelet of arbitrary degree. In this pa
per, a recurrence relation for the B-spline wavelet was presented. It should
be noted, however, that the existence of a recurrence relation is really just a
convenience. In some cases, a recurrence relation makes certain algorithms
or procedures practical from a computational point of view. The B-spline
wavelet recurrence relation allows a higher order wavelet to be constructed
from a lower order one, and it makes use of the computation already per
formed in computing the lower order wavelet. At this stage, the recurrence
relation is just a theoretical tool that holds promise for future applications.
The computation involved with the recurrence relation involves an expansion
of coefficients and a numerical integration, both of which could be very expen
sive to perform. Future research might involve working out an interpolation
example, theoretically, by making use of the B-spline wavelet recurrence re
lation. Theoretical schemes involving the recurrence relation could also be
developed for image compression and curve editing.

7. Sample B-splines and B-spline wavelets
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total 53
1 Library/
12 lesson1.mb
6 lesson3.ma
1 slab.tex
1 Mailboxes/
6 lesson2.ma
12 lesson3.mb
1 honors/
12 lesson2.mb
1 lp/
kavanagh 1> cd honors
total 91
1 honpres.aux
7 honpres.log
1 honors.aux
1 honors. log
27 honors.dvi
16 honors.tex
24 honpres.dvi
14 honpres.tex
kavanagh 2> latex honors
This is TeX, eVersion 2.98 (no format preloaded)
(honors.tex
LaTeX Version 2.09 <24 May 1989>
(/usr/lib/tex/inputs/article.sty
Document Style 'article' <16 Mar 88>.
(/usrllib/tex/inputs/art12.sty)) (honors.aux) [1] [2 ] [3] [4]
! Missing } inserted.
<inserted text>
}

<to be read again>
1.183

$
If $j=-l$, $\overline{ \mbox{span} $

of $\{ 2 A{-\frac{1}{2}} \widetil ...

? X
Output written on honors.dvi (4 pages, 6856 bytes).
Transcript written on honors. log.
kavanagh 3> !l
latex honors
This is TeX, eVersion 2.98 (no format preloaded)
(honors.tex
LaTeX Version 2.09 <24 May 1989>
(/usr/lib/tex/inputs/article.sty
Document Style 'article' <16 Mar 88>.
(/usr/lib/tex/inputs/art12.sty)) (honors.aux) [1] [2]
! Missing} inserted.
<inserted text>

[3]

[4]

}

<to be read again>
1.187

$
If $j=l$, $\overline{\mbox{span} $

of $\{

2 A{\frac{1}{2}}

\widetild ...

? X
Output written on honors.dvi (4 pages, 6856 bytes).
Transcript written on honors. log.
kavanagh 4> !l
latex honors
This is TeX, eVersion 2.98 (no format preloaded)
(honors.tex
LaTeX Version 2.09 <24 May 1989>
(/usr/lib/tex/inputs/article.sty
Document Style 'article' <16 Mar 88>.
(/usr/lib/tex/inputs/art12.sty)) (honors.aux) [1] [2] [3] [4]
Overfull \hbox (11.9485pt too wide) in paragraph at lines 187--189
[]\cmr/m/n/12 If $\cmm/m/it/12 j \cmr/m/n/12 = 1$, $[] = \cmm/m/it/12 W[]$\cmr/
m/n/12 . So, $\cmm/m/it/12 L[]$ \cmr/m/n/12 is the di-rect sum, $[] \cmm/m/it/1
2 i \cmsy/m/n/12 AAH\cmm/m/it/12 W[] \cmsy/m/n/12 AAH
[5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] (honors.aux)
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Bspline.ma

Bspline[O]
1 1 - - - - - - - -.....
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1

Bspline[l]
1

0.8
0.6
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-1
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2.5

1

Bspline[2]
1.4
1.2
1

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
-1

0

::I
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Bspline.ma

2

-Graphics
Bspline[3]
1.4
1.2
1

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
-1

0

-Graphics

4
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Bwave s96.ma

FastGraph[l,l.S]
11---------.

0.5

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.2

1.4

-0.5

-1

-GraphicsFastGraph[2,4]
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
3

-0.2
-0.4

-GraphicsFastGraph[3,S]
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Bwave s96.ma

2

0.15
0.1
0.05
5

-0.05
-0.1
-0.15

-GraphicsFastGraph[4,6]
0.02
0.01
1

-0.01
-0.02
-0.03

-GraphicsDate []
FastGraph[S,7]
Date []
FastGraph[6,8]
Date []
FastGraph[7,9]
Date []
{1995, 9, 26, 2, 17, 45}
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Bwave s96.ma

3

0.003
0.002
0.001
1

2

7

-0.001
-0.002
-0.003

-Graphics
{1995, 9, 26, 4, 13, O}
0.0004
0.0003
0.0002
0.0001
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2
-0.0001
-0.0002
-0.0003

-Graphics
{1995, 9, 26, 9, 1, 43}
0.000015
0.00001
5. 10

-6
2

-5. 10

-6

-0.00001
-0.000015
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Bwave s96.ma

-Graphics
{1995, 9, 26, 19, 7, 39}
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